
Lack of

internet

Don't have

access to

smartphone

T
E
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10 PRINCIPLES

Seek out points of exclusion

Solve for one, extend to many

Empathy, not sympathy

Learn from diversity

There is no such thing as a

“normal” human

Persona spectrum excludes less

people

People are at the heart of the

design process

Disability is context dependent

Disability is a mismatch

Recognize personal biases

Health Hologram is a digital

projection system that

provides information in an

easily understood format

(pictoral/video/audio) to large

groups of people. 

Covid Cat is an animated

character that conveys COIVID

safety information in multiple

languages with humor and

simplicity to reach audiences

with accessibility challenges.

SAMPLES
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T
E

A
M

 1

PARKING LOT

PARKING LOT

PARKING LOT

PARKING LOT

PARKING LOT

PARKING LOT

PARKING LOT

Homeless

Homelessness

Homeless

immigrants

Living Alone

(no access to

support)

Access to

technology

Lack of

Trust

Physical/Mental

Disability

Homeless

Blind

people

without

health

insurance

communities of

color 

Deaf

foreigners

trapped in

US

Language

barrier

At risk

populations

Low vision

impairments

Essential

workers

Digital

Accessibility

Non-Native

English

Speakers (Not

getting the

newest info)

Remote

communities

Age (too

young/too

old)

People don't

have access

to internet

General User

ability Issue

regarding tech

ppl w/

language

barrier

lower income

communities

unhoused

people

animals/pets...

non-native

English

speakers

Don't have

reliable

internet/ tech

access

high risk /

immuno-

compromised

No

healthcare

employment

status

Education

differences 

Mental

health

issues

non-

smartphone

users

lack of access

to medical or

family history

mental

health

barriers

algorithms /

information

bubble

limited

education

environment

Elderly

people with

less

experience

using digital

tools

Vulnerable to

misinformation

(not educated)

Language/

Literacy

mulitracial/

ethnically

ambiguous

Health

care

literacy

Low-income (lack

of insurance, lack

of private space)

Cultural Norm

+ Differences

Health

Care

Access

Laid off

Political

Polarization 

Kids

language

literacy

language

barriers

Social network/

community +

related beliefs/

practices

Immigrant 

Income

level

Trust with

health care

systems

(APOC)

Governmental

Restrictions

multi

generation

households

Poverty,

lack of

financial

stability

Social

status

Diversity in

peers

Elderly

transgender/

intersexual/

pansexual/

asexual

Busy

Schedules

Apathy for

the

situaton
Simultaneous,

significant life

events

Lack of

personal

experience

with the issue

cognitive

disability

Trust in

power/

Social

contract

Never had access to education that taught critical thinking

People who

do not trust

tech

Access to

remote

delivery

services

(groceries)

people with

part time

caregivers

Parents w/

young

children

Doesn't access

news channels that

promote covid

safety

non-

political

interest

environmental

access

mental

Health

problems 

ppl living

alone with

no family

Multiple

jobs

Immobilized

Social

environment

does not promote

covid safety

Single

parents

people with

communication

disabilities

Wealth/Class

Income

LGBTQ+

community

people living

w/ motor-skill

related

disabilities

undocumented

people

Single

parent

adoptees

limited

access to

data/wifi

people

working many

jobs, lack of

time available

Health

Insurance

time

Work environment

and living

conditions do not

allow for covid

safety

Financial

Struggle

stateless

people

Access to

internet

health care

access

Incarcerated

societal

implicit

bias

Religion

don't trust medical

establishment /

vaccines 

People w/

mental

Health

Distribution/

Distance from

urban hubs

Color blind

Elderly

people

Foster

care/

adoption

Isolated

living 

Busy

Physically

Disabled/

Amputees

Those who

have been

imprisoned or

convicted

Access or

resources to

medical

protection

products

(masks)

formerly

incarcerated

people

Low

accessibility to

technology

Need to

work

Language

barriers

Cultural

differences 

Essential

Workers

geographic

location

COVID Levels

based on

geographic

location

physical

disability that

affects

breathing or

mobility

mental

health

issues

People who

need to travel

(part of their

job?)

no technology

access/internet

access

people

don't have

insurance

no internet

access

Lack of

transportation

apathy

Religion

skeptics of

western

medicine

Emotional

security

people who

are apathetic

toward the

pandemic

people

living in

sacrifice

zones 

no phone

or

computer

Homelessness

Physical health

differences

foreigners

Social

connections/

loneliness

worldview/

empathy

Social Media

Users (Seeing

One-sided view)

Minors,

Children,

Babies

felons

Lifelong

health

issues

refugees

People not

familiar w

tech

Misinformation

Busy workers

(do not have

time to keep up

to date)

skeptics of

Big Data

Color Blind

Proper

Documentation

Misinformed and

compromised

situations

people with

other disease

are not "severe"

as covid

Immune

Deficiency 

health

insurance

dependents

occupation

skeptics of

vaccines

People of

color

age based

exclusion

People who

are at high risk

/ have pre-

conditions

Holistic

medical

practices

People

with

addiction

cultural

norms &

taboos

People with no

access to

transportation

Religious

beliefs

Social

dynamics

and peer

pressure

people who

don't trust

technology

Science

literacy

House Hold

Dynamics

Living

situations

Vaccination

Access

Young

children

political

stance

cognitive

disability

people

with

privacy

concerns

people with

cognitive

disabilities

Babies

Lack of

Trust /

Credibility

parents /

caregivers

people who

don't trust

western

medicine

Prisoners

People who are

only viewing one-

sided political

view

Domestic

environment

asymptomatic 

Immigrants

level of

education

children/infants

structural

racism

cultural

differences

Mentally

Disabled 

Children in

foster care /

temporary

homes

Undocumented

Immigrants

immigration

status

people

being peer

pressured

empathetic

mindsets

People in

war /

conflict

zones

people who

don't care

about their

health

immigrants

Orphans (not

receiving

enough care)

Location

people

living in

rural areas

culture

based

exclusion

Low

literacy

Foster

System

farmworkers

Social and

activity

based

interests

People

trapped in a

foreign

country

compromised

identification

Underlying

Illness 

Children

with

disabilities

Mental

Health

People of Color

(Less trees, poor

environment)

Education
Socio

Economic

Physical

and

mental

health

Social

Cultural

Personal

(Beliefs,

values) 

People that

are blind or

colorblind

Lack of

Sufficient

fund's/no

income

Disabilities

'On the

spectrum'

LGBTQ+

Community

People living

in Sacrifice

Zones (POC)

lack of

geographic

access to

healthcare

refugee

camps

no webcam/video

conference/facial

recognition 

capability

Political

difference

COVID Levels

based on

geographic

location

Lack of

knowledge /

education

Relocated,

Half-way,

Temporary

Housed

Communicational

Barriers (deaf, blind,

mental barrier)

People with

covid

(exclusion)

Lack of a

desire for

continued

education

Anti-Asian/

Anti-Chinese

racism

Conflicting

information

Technology

literacy

Anti-Asian/

Anti-Chinese

racism

people that

consumed

misinformation

Anti-

maskers/

anti-

vaxxers

Veterans

(older,

injured,

trauma)

People who

trust the

government

(Trump)

Abusive

households

Lack of

transportation

access

Public

system

Single

parents

retirement

homes

Mentally

constrained of

their situation

Diabetes

Daily

medication

compromised

finances or

insurance

age: 50-

60's

Moderate to

High Risk

Have gone

through other

medical

proceedures

Honolulu

Insuline

(temp.

sensitive,

limited)

Vitamins

Cannot

leave

home

often

Basic

healthcare for

their diabetes

needs

checks blood

sugar often

(self-care)

Susceptible to

Hypertension

is wary of what

is being eaten

in all situations

Is able, but

conscious about

leaving the

house for

necessities

Maintain

reliable

access to get

supplies

Lives with

significant

other

Form of exercise,

daily walk around

neighborhood

need to go to hospital regularly

for check-ups and picking up

medicines, need treatment on

scheduled time, need to go

outside walk/exercise for

recovery

Technologically

inept / struggling

Watch

blood

sugar level

Struggle with

strong proper

English

Woman,

Filipino

Dislikes drinking

water

likes reading, enjoy

quietness, doesn't mind

staying at home,

although want to have

certain level of mobility

Monitors food

consumption/

Restricted

consumption

In-hospital

Medical

Treatment

immigrant

from Korea

76 y/o

male

lives only with

spouse also

in 70s

Non-native

english

speaker

uninsured

(health

insurance)

calls younger

relatives for help

with using

technology

comfortable with

older tech, like flip

phones, but now

uses smart phone

(and hates it).

reluctant to go

on walks due

to covid risks

high blood

pressure

no caretaker,

independently

takes care of

himself

translator when

making appts,

reading

documents, talking

to doctor

high risk

demographic

for covid

lives in

apartment, in

non-assisted

senior living

no friends

due to

language

barrier 

love watching

news, usually stay

on this channel, but

may not fully

understand

need children to

call and give

updates on

current events

takes lots of

vitamins /

supplements

lower income,

has

government

support/aid

open to

western

medicine

misses family in

Korea, sad that

they can't visit

bc of covid

Chan

Fariba is a 58

years old,

refugee

woman

She runs an n-house

childcare (Part-time),

leaves in Lynwood with

her two daughters and

her boyfriend. She is a

non-smoker, non-drinker

and had a lung surgery in

2010.

Enjoys gardening, short

daily walks. Studied

psychology and enjoys

learning. She has no

chronic disease but

feels anxious about her

overall health.

Farsi/Turkish native

speaker with mediocre

English  communication

skills. She needs regular

visits to her doctor and a

reliable insurance.

16 year old

teenage

boy

Has a single

mom who

works 3 jobs

minimum

wage retail

job at

zumiez

wants to

socialize

with

friends

to make

money to

help out

cultural

differences

with parents

likes skate

parks

online public

school during

covid

Takes public

transportation

lives in

multigenerational

household 

hispanic

american

takes care of

his 2 younger

siblings

To Take care of

little sister and

grandparents 

power user

of

snapchat

plays the

guitar 

receives

average

grades 

traditional

grandparents  

translate

for his

parents 

Shares

family

medicare

has asthma

Wants to

feel normal

at school 

medication

and inhaler

for asthma

wants a

PlayStation 5

Need to

stay

healthy

wants to

keep

family

healthy 

Antonio
Likes to go

our and

party

60 year old

Chinese

woman

Graduated

high school

English and

Cantonese

speaking

Immigrant

from China

30 years ago

Republican

Hangs on

Facebook 

about four

hours a day

Confused

about

information

validity

Work driven

(bootstrap

mentality) 

Business

Owner

Wants to protect

family, especially

her children

have

access to

internet

Has children

born and

raised in the

States

General sense of

anger toward

opposing side

(dem and gov't)

frustrated

about covid

Pride in

country

and

culture

Trust people

that they

personally

know

Desires

Republican policy

(aligns with beliefs

and values) 

Fear of

unknown in

the medical

world

Avoids

going to

the doctor

Spends

time on

wechat

Community

based blogs

Critical about

everything

Involved and

engaged in most

news stories

Social

connection

and

recognition

Age: 7

years old

Has a hard time

focusing in

Zoom calls-

ADHD

Gets tired of

wearing a mask

properly all the

time

Social

interaction

with kids his

age

Occupation:

First Grade

Student

Has not meet

with his friends

in-person for a

long time.

Name:

Kevin

Want to

play with

friends

Care giver:

Needs to take

care of Kevin

when school is

closed

Can't wait for

COVID to end,

planning things to

do when it ends

Parents are their

main source for

COVID

information

Gender:

Male

Attends a

local

public

school

Has a

younger

sister

Has questions

about how

COVID spreads

exactly

Bilingual (English

at school, asian

language at

home)

Favorite

activity at

school is

recess

Resources

Likes to play

sports with

friends

Sometimes

disobeys

what his

parents asked

Scared of

COVID-19 but

doesn't

understand why

Parents are

immigrants,

don't speak

fluent English

Asian

American

Worried about his

grandparents and

little sister

Needs a

break from

screens

Plays

video

games

Know he

needs to be

more

hygienic

Needs

more

exercise

Needs structure/

routine

Open space

for hanging

out

Productivity

Tools for at-

home

education

Easier

communication

between teachers

and parents

Needs to

go to bed

early

Help on

homework

from parents

Likes

soccer

self quarantine

with his parents

for a long time

Moves around

a lot during

class

Touches

everything and

touches his face

a lot

Tactile

Learner

Is trying out

new online

hobbies

Sometimes has

to translate for

parents to talk to

teachers

Other Resources

greater

understanding of

severity of

situation

outdoor

activities

during

pandemic

cannot

travel due

to COVID 

introverts

social

media

presence
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stubborn
family

oriented

Vulnerable

health
Independent

close knit

friend

group 

Busy. Has

limited

time. 

Lilly 

has to

work to

help family 

Has ADHD

Provide local Covid

updates in language of

choice so Chan can make

informed decisions and

discuss with family.

parents don't

want to share

sensitive

information

Asthma

motivated by

social

activities

Parents need

his help

translating

ADHD-hard

to focus for

remote

learning

translating for

parents is

hard / tiring

harder to

make friends

in remote

learning

Limited

Language

Ability

responsible

with his

Asthma

Resilient 

obedient

active;

needs lots

of space

Don't use

much tech

product

Not fully ware

of the COVID-

19 information

tactile learner

but can't touch

anything

because of

COVID

Release the

pressure and stress

that had built up for

him

Hard

Working

tactile

learner;

loves to be

active

Cannot

leave

home

often

has to go through

multiple layers of

communication to

get info

Limited ability

to move

around city

provide

sensitive

information

tactfully

how to learn

about COVID

easily / hold

attention?

involved in

hobbies

(skates and

plays guitar)

Keeps up

with

current

news

Resilient

Actively taking her

vitamin/ health

supplement/ daily

medication

Tired of

quarantine

not familiar

with new

technology

Strong

family ties

initially

resistant in

using new

tech

Lives with

elderly

social media

misinformation

Likes sporting

but haven't been

outside for a

long time

Can

sometimes

become tired

Good and

friendly

community

member

resistant, but

willing to try

new tech

language

barriers

Very

supportive

family

custom radio

that delivers

covid news /

allows for quick

dial to fam 

Provide

convenience to

seniors to get

what they need

during COVID

Keeps in

contact with

close family

provide

reassurance

without

patronizing

open to more

unfamiliar/

western

medicine

geographically

isolated from

friends n family

Somewhat

curious about

COVID-19

information

dislikes

school

reducing

anxiety

strong

family ties

connecting

with people

with same

difficulties 

Reduce risk of

getting covid

from the

children in the

childcare

Diet

restrictions

Don't know why

he should be

wearing masks, or

not touch his face

is familiar with

interactive

technology

Get proper amount of

exercise to make her

current health condition

better in the time of

Pandemic

Find a means for Lily to

access reliable information

about COVID-19 and feel

comfortable/ trust to follow

recommended guidelines.

Providing alike

services like

local delivery

without using

Internet

general health

condition being

taken care of 

Have more immediate

issue like providing for

the family than worry

about the pandemic

bilingual

Limited

access to

COVID info

A way to have

information about the

potential covid

exposures among the

childrens' families

A way to make

sure the

childrens' families

are being as safe

as possible

Help Kevin learn

about COVID

through hands-

on activities

not afraid

to ask for

help 

Help Kevin to be

more engaged in

COVID learning?

Access to the most

protective equipment

possible for the

childcare workers and

the families of the

children

regular

visits to

doctor

digestible

information

about safety

and health

closing gap

between

doctor and

patient 

simpler and familiar

communication

and tech

Favorite

cartoon

character

telling him

what to do

Start

discussion

about COVID

with Kevin

relay / translate COVID

information or COVID-

related school policies

for parents?

Help Sam access services &

supplies conveniently while

keeping her safe during

activities like exercising

during the Pandemic.

limited

access due

to COVID

information and

reassurance about

how to safety get

the medical care

you need

Motivate

Kevin to

learn about

COVID

maintaining

family ties while

giving

independence

and agency

Protective of

ones self

and family

No control over

children/family

exposure when

they are not at the

daycare

Asymptomatic

transmission

makes detection

more difficult

language

barrier

public

transportation 

costs of PPE (&

access) (PPE =

personal

protective

equipment)

Help him be more aware

of the consequences of

his actions during a

pandemic

Continued strong

connections with

family and friends 

sense of

community

(childcare,

daughters,

biyfriend)

Help Kevin relay

COVID information

or COVID-related

school policies to

parents?

provide

sensitive

information

tactfully to

Kevin?

Allow parents

to engage w/

Kevin's

learning

Nurture

discussion

between Kevin-

parents/family

about COVID

Costs/logistics/space

for setting up safe

space for kids to play

that would reduce/

eliminate transmission

Helps Kevin to

learn about

COVID easily or

hold attention

Support safe

participation in

hobbies

shared

investment in

wellbeing

kids are pretty

flexible and

generally listen to

authority

parents rely on care

and may be willing to

make adjustments so

that they can still

depend on it

covid platform that

allows chan to make

informed decisions in

language of choice, and

tiesin 

govt is invested in

reducing transmission,

maybe could provide

resources (equipment,

money)

willing

learner !

Social

pressure from

friend circle

Internet

access

Help tackle his busy

schedule and allow

him to focus on

school

location

(COVID risk

may be less

currently)

potential for open

air, covered

spaces to

increase airflow

Avoids

going to

the doctor

alternative

options for

accessing health

care safely, better

communication

Skeptical

Her

intelligence

information

related to covid

could be

available in more

languages

Stays primarily

within her

personally

known

community

Support

Kevin's

hobbies &

activities

Allowing Antonio to be

the teenager he is but

doing it in a safe and

mindful way.

Truly trusts the

people she

knows (engage

them?)

Business

owner,

COVID has

been tough

Empower Fariba to

continue running her

childcare in a way that

feels and is safe, with

very low risk of

transmission, and also

has low cost/logistics

barriers for her and the

families involved

Overly

critical

mindset

Language barrier in

terms of

understanding

scientific

information

ALTERNATE: Provide covid

updates in language of his

choice so Chan can make

informed decisions, while

keeping family in loop.

Cares and stays

engaged with

current news

COVID

themed

toys 

(shipped?)

COVID show

/ animation /

info motion

graphics

Public device on

the bus that

educates you

about covid

shop navigator that

maximizes the

distance and

stimulate shop time

while having

enough social

distance

Testing your

temperature

on the public

transport

black light desk

illuminator? see

germs on

classroom

desks

ear mold that

you put over ear

and translates

selected news

Amazon

fresh on

phone calls

Toy / game /

personalized

mask gifting-

loop between

Kevin & friends/

fam

linking action

figures / dolls with

speech function to

the web, they read

out news articles

Wash hands

with the paint

that can reflect

the bateria

Digital screen

shots of

digestible info.

Sent to her by her

family members

science curriculum

an adopt "clean

science", talks

about sanitation in

relation to science

Medicine refills

are delivered

automatically.

COVID

educational

video game

Aesop fables

with COVID

(One day

there is a )

Information

delivered to

Lily in the form

of a

newspaper 

A game for COVID-

19 knowledge

learning which can

be played with

friends/parents

Door lock if

you have a

fever you

can't leave

the house

COVID updates in

the form of

monthly/weekly

toys / activities

Put charcoal on this

hand, he can see if

he does not wash

his hands, where

the bacteria are

going

Stories (Wechat

updates) of people

you know/ relate

to getting vaccine

Ball with

reflection

prompts to

throw around

Interactive

window w/

neighbour

Videos made by

relatable

physicians

distributed

through social

media

Temp alert

to those

closest to

you

Platform for

sharing

personal

stories/ news

regarding

vaccine

Seminars that

families can

watch together

to stay informed

Information

presented in the

form of

entertainment

(chinese opera,

drama...)

Ambassador in

local business

(e.g. grocery

store)

Amazon Prime

Seniors Program:

people go collects

seniors orders and

get it for them.

voice based AI

device to alleviate

technological and

language challenges/

barriers

Scientific

journal

articles based

in Cantonese

Social score/

shaming if you

spread/ share

misinformation

(upvote/

downvote)

Blood sugar info is

tracked digitally

and their doctor

can access it from

anywhere.

skateboard

attachment

creates a

personal social

distanced

adventure 

Seminars with

physicians on

how to go about

consuming

information.

Hearing aid that

can change the

language of the

information and the

complexity of it as

well.

Zerong

Podcast that

mixes American

and Korean

news segments

daily leaflets of

korean covid

info mailed to

house

VR shopping that

can be done at

home but still

need to move

around somehow

information presented

in the form of a familiar

art installation

(traditional chinese

painting/calligraphy)

Mask that

senses air

quality

A platform (app) for

people to

communicate with

doctors rather than

meet in the hospital

Digital device or

application to show a

"true hierarchy" with

regards to the

information being

provided... color coded

or pyramid system

Temp

monitoring

phone case 

Cup that only

allows one

person to

drink out of it

Tinder for

information, providing

Lily with a

counterpart to have

discussions with

regarding COVID

Erfran

Pop Culture media

forms like Variety

Shows that covers

Information about

Covid

little sticker you

put on anything

to voice dubb

into chosen

language

Laura

Skateboard

helmet with

faceshield

Alara

More interactively

learned podcast, TV

show, or reading

giving prompts for

questions and

quizzes. 

AR that

shows

COVID

particles

Social Dividend

Program for Pro-

Social Behavior

(info sharing)

interactive podcast

that pauses for time to

discuss with close

ones (asynch or

synch), gives prompts

Julian

mask that

talks to you

('don't take

me off yet!')

Super-local

news feed with

covid and

vaccination

updates

glasses that

show any text in

English in

selected

language

COVID

simulation

game (like

Sim City)

Game of false vs

true (swipe to

answer)

information

game about

COVID

Leveraging the

community blogs

as a device to feed

information in her

primary language

Harry potter letter

that talks (Howler):

but for covid

updates and in any

chosen language

Covid free party

space, where

everyone get

tested before

the go

Mask for

asthma and

covid

sensor 

Sooji

100% Verified

User Social Media

Platform for Covid

and Vaccination

Discourse

"Next Door"

for covid

infections and

vaccinations

Notify the time

with least

people at the

event place

AI built within

wechat that

sends family

notification if

Lily is reading

misinformation

Bracelet that

taze you when

you do

something

dangerous

Mask + game

/ mask +

motion

graphics

A soccer ball

that tells the

news/ can

translate to one

other language 

Translation /

language

learning game

but w/ COVID

topics

mail in

orders

Eason

Service provided by

state that facilitates/

implements safe physical

setup / equipment for

child cares

TV app where people

can 'scrapbook' +

favorite relevant info

and questions, and

video chat while using

playground or

hw cafe where

everyone has a

personal bubble

collaborative news

site (pinterest

vibes), community

board to save

things to talk about

later

create ecosystem

of devices to

connect individual

to relevant news /

family

online community

for sharing the

information (about

covid situation,

supports, etc)

outdoor tent with

material suited for

PNW weather

conditions to allow

more distancing and

less congestion

digital forum where

doctors share

information about

covid in native

language

An aid that caters

to your diet and

eating habits to

make healthy

suggestions.

Gloves/Mask

that alert you

to not touch

your face

Incentivizing

exercising and

reward with free

grocery delivery or

additional products 

AI program that

only uses voice

(conversation) to

place order

online.

'widget' on news

channel that

translates and

marks parts where

chan is confused or

curious

6 foot radius

sensor (beeps

if ppl get to

close to you

Voice assistant

to help judge an

activity during

Covid 

wearable device

that helps

maintain social

distancing

lawn sensor

that tells kids

to go home

Delivery service

provided by state that

provides PPE (masks,

etc.) and instructions for

best practices &

information in applicable

languages

City provides open air,

covered tent shelters

in parks (or to go in

private yards) for safe

outdoor play

An app for all involved

families & daycare  to

input risk, provide info

on safety protocols that

families need to agree

to, provide updates

Covered, open air

play areas in parks,

where kids must

be wearing masks

to enter

VUI in cartoon

figure though

which they can

talk about

COVID topics

Mask that

tracks when

it needs to be

washed

Disposable mask

but it self

destructs after 1

use to avoid

repeated use

VR party

A wearable

round hoop that

literally keeps

people 6ft away

Mobile service that

can send someone

for support if there

is no one home to

help them with

tasks.

Wearable

sensors that

share health data

amongst family

members

Talking

bedside toy

digital pocket

translator/calendar to

see when other

family members are

needed

wrist band

that sprays

hand

sanitizer 

"celebrity"

endorsements

or promotion for

certain

information

localized device

that shows

opportunities for

remote community

engagement

Online platform for

individuals like

Fariba to connect

and exchange

resources

transportation

supporting

system

sensor that tells

you body

temperature

and social

distancing 

GPS that tells you the

safest route to get to a

location. It can also

show how to reduce

risks when walking or

taking public

transportation.

handheld device

(simplified phone)

tailored to individual

needs - info sharing,

translation, comm,

etc.

VR cartoon

world display

Covid world

Hand sanitizer

bottle which

displays COVID

information

wrist band that

keeps track of

other people your

with (for how long

and how close)

Incentivizing how

well social

distance is kept in

public / how often

hands are

sanitized

AR glasses

do live

translations

of audio

inputs

Gamified platform for kids

to complete daily check-

in and safety precautions

as well as educating and

informing them in

digestible language

education service

or platform about

quarantine

regulation and

languages 

A app (reservation)

for people to sign

up and go outdoors

while maintaining

social distance 

teledoctor for

minor issues

reduces needs

to run to

hospital

mask that puts

its self on when

someone comes

too close to you

A watch

which

shows

reminder

TV

programs

on excerise

Magic

glove

reflect

bacteria

Union for educational

workers like Fariba to

appeal to the gvt funds

for essential needs to

provide a safe and

equitable environment

phone case

that can

carry a

mask

Covid/CDC-info

integrated into

existing digital

infrastructures in

native language

Mask that's

designed to

protect your

eyes at the

same time.

App aimed to resolve

language barriers by

providing daily or weekly

translations for important

documents and

announcements by

government/CDC

COVID

trading

cards

desk shields

at school and

or bubbles 

Drop reordered

products at

somewhere else

that is walkable

from home and

safe / less

populated

Video game-

beat the

COVID

monster

System that tracks

your blood sugar

levels and makes

suggestions on food

and water

consumption levels.

App where you can

request all materials

you need that help

with covid safety

(with suggestions)

a mirror which rates

your cleanliness lol

("are you wearing a

mask? 10/10") or

monitors if you have

symptoms

Entertainments

that people of

various ages can

enjoy with others

online

mask attachment to

monitor face-

touching or touching

other objects > give

report to parents

Masks with

displayed

information

(bacteria) worn by

parents (so the kid

can see)

kit with covid safe

games / toys /props for

kids that maintain

physical distance and

can be played with

masks and minimal

contact

Yelp for Covid.

Peer network to

evaluate safety of

places & people.

robots that

helps to

disinfect

objects

throughoutly

videos or games

that provide

necessary covid

information to

children

COVID

scavenger hunt

(virtual/

indoors/in

public parks)

Personalized

video series from

her doctor with

weekly health

goals

Service for the diabetic

community for staying

active and doing small

daily exercises

together while indoors.

connecting parents and

teachers through a

platform where parents

can inform and confirm

precautions or possible

exposure + suggested

safety protocols to follow

daily roundup/

widget with

metrics that affirm

she is staying

healthy

Grocery Reordering

button/system that

can be activated by

certain amount of

exercise

at home

testing kits

for

childcare 

color indication of

touch on desk

surfaces (when

someone touches

your desk, that

spot turns red)

wearable sensor

that chan can use

when fear or

confused and

signals to family

telehealth platform to

connect with medical

provider in your

required language and

provide info on how to

safely access health

care

digital pen

pal with

people who

have COVID

Diabete community

and gamifying their

health stats

(nudging to

improve their

health)

Interactive desk --

Connects

between teacher/

friends + Kevin

wearable sensors

for children -

parents could view

the status of their

children

A quick daily podcast/

broadcast for important

new, changes, services

surrounding the pandemic

for their location. This helps

people at high risk stay safe

and informed.

Recommend

food/recipe for

strict diabetic diet

and make a

shopping list

according to it

Fable: Witch comes, there is a

curse in the forest, there is green

fog everywhere, so all animals

have to stay home. or if you go out

you have to cover yourself up with

a mask to not show your face, so

the witch does on identify you, but

KEVIN the animal didn't and he

turned into a tree in the forest 

Reward

stickers

washing

hands

daily

community

covid

information

abstract

could connect to

family's TV, showing

that Chan wants to

talk

daily necessities

ordering, providing

and delivery service

for house with low

infrastructure or or

difficult access

A glove

reflects how

many times

he touches

Every time you do

something wrong

there will be a

disappointment

sign from your ear

buds

involve kids in

gardening --

covid safe,

enjoyable, and

nice distraction

Diary that records

daily health

condition and

exercise and keep

track of

improvements

easy way to clip a

news segment

and send to

family

medicine

delivery

from

pharmacy

a simple voice ui

search app on tv,

with suggested

questions and health

rec's releant to latest

covid news

anxiety

support

groups as

walking

friends

Giant globe that

show how likely

you would have

covid according to

your bahavior

^building on that, maybe

you can like drag and

drop diff news articles,

clips, sound bites into

the device and send it..

would be cool if it was

multi-media (TV + voice

+ etc)

quick-dial device

(wearable?) to call

pre-set contacts /

encourage

reaching out

paired device where

family members can

send Chan news that

might be relevant,

record voice notes, +

AI reminds of

appointments 

Synchronized TVs,

either TV owner can

change the channel

and direct the other

towards something

important

community

classes such

as

gardening

cool digital

planner that

tracks tasks

and covid 

Anonymous

community for those

who've been

isolated and feel like

they need support

or friends.
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sanitizing wrist

band that sprays

on every surface

the person is

going to touch

routine based

device (sends

nudges) to

encourage

communication /

learning / info

building on

scrapbook idea, a

shared family

digital "book"

where you can

share news articles

shopping cart

that ensure social

distancing and

support longer

shopping time
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mentor and

mentee

language subtitle

creating device (for

media or daily life) /

user can save + share

notable segments

^building on: netflix

watch party but for

local news channel

w language

translation

Auto generating

a list of guest to

party if they

have covid test

like shazam

app but

translates

instead

Scanning wrist

band that tells

the cleaners

of the surface

119 million ppl

in US using

smart tv

excerise

instruction

on mail in

newspaper

digital watch that

allows you to play

games or sports

with other people

long distance

random idea(s):

Cameo but catered

towards entertain

for kids 

game that's

updated

everyday with

new COVID

knowledge

gardening

video series

(via Eason)

COVID updates in

the form of

monthly(?) semi-

digital activities /

games

a surface touch

sensor and real-

time touch >

color indicator

VR shopping that can be

done at home, a person

needs to unlock

products to put in a cart

by achieving certain

level of exercise / auto

delivery to home

a sticky sensor you

put on any device

(TV, phone, radio) to

voice dub COVID

news into chosen

language

interactive podcast

that pauses for time

to discuss with close

ones (asynch or

synch), gives prompts

TV app where people

can 'scrapbook' +

favorite relevant info

and questions, and

video chat while using

Yelp for Covid.

Peer network to

evaluate safety of

places & people.

Personalized

video series from

her doctor with

weekly health

goals

involve kids in

gardening --

covid safe,

enjoyable, and

nice distraction

daily necessities

ordering, providing

and delivery service for

house with low

infrastructure or or

difficult access

daily

community

covid

information

abstract

cross-platform media

app where Chan +

family members can

drag and drop various

news articles and

sound bites and send

to each other

App aimed to resolve

language barriers by

providing daily or weekly

translations for important

documents and

announcements by

government/CDC

Gamified platform for kids

to complete daily check-in

and safety precautions as

well as educating and

informing them in digestible

language

Social Dividend

Program for Pro-

Social Behavior

(info sharing)

outdoor tent with

material suited for

PNW weather

conditions to allow

more distancing and

less congestion

Weekly meet ups

between Lilly and her

community and local

physicians to help foster

communication and

understanding between

the two communities

Delivery service provided

by state that provides PPE

(masks, etc.) and

instructions for best

practices & information in

applicable languages

kit with covid safe games /

toys /props for kids that

maintain physical distance

and can be played with

masks and minimal

contact

teledoctor for

minor issues

reduces needs to

run to hospital

A app (reservation)

for people to sign up

and go outdoors

while maintaining

social distance 

Service for the diabetic

community for staying

active and doing small

daily exercises

together while indoors.

DM with

MD

"celebrity"

endorsements

or promotion for

certain

information

App where you get

points for sharing

validated information

into your socials/

complete "quests" and

get coupons/

discounts for it 

Motion sensor alarm

clock that provides

information related to

COVID that is given to

Lilly through a celebrity

endorsement.

"Hologram?"

(plugin) Digital platform + phone

component that connects

individuals to their doctors/

nurses. (Integrating service into

an existing platform like

WeChat) 

Application where members can

share news. A third party (algorithm)

checks for veridicallity of

information and rewards users with

actual cash/currency/ coupons/

discounts?

Smart system connects

to their device

automatically tracks

your blood sugar levels

and makes suggestions

on food and water

consumption levels.

a self-monitoring device

/ phone app / social

media integration with

AR / filter COVID-19

safety checklist +

symptoms monitoring,

used by caretakers for

child?

Amazon Prime Seniors

Program: people go collects

seniors orders and get it for

them. Serviced can based on

non-digital interface.

Ideas that respond to design goal

Ideas that empower

Ideas that give agency

Ideas that harness the power of

digital tech

Ideas that can serve 300+ million

Ideas that respond to design goal

Ideas that empower

Ideas that give agency

Ideas that harness the power of

digital tech

Ideas that can serve 300+ million

Ideas that respond to design goal

Ideas that empower

Ideas that give agency

Ideas that harness the power of

digital tech

Ideas that can serve 300+ million

Ideas that respond to design goal

Ideas that empower

Ideas that give agency

Ideas that harness the power of

digital tech

Ideas that can serve 300+ million

Ideas that respond to design goal

Ideas that empower

Ideas that give agency

Ideas that harness the power of

digital tech

Ideas that can serve 300+ million

involve kids in

gardening --

covid safe,

enjoyable, and

nice distraction

kit with covid safe

games / toys /props for

kids that maintain

physical distance and

can be played with

masks and minimal

contact

A mobile tool where you can feed

in an information article and it will

translates the article to the desired

language and provides annotation

for scientific terms that one might

not understand

camera app integration

with COVID-19 safety

checklist + symptoms

monitoring filter, used

by caretakers for child?

outdoor tent with

material suited for

PNW weather

conditions to allow

more distancing and

less congestion

accessible, could

provide links to

further resources,

a report about

tracked data?

Embedded inside

the photo app,

quick check-up

before you leave/

enter the house 

Check Mask,

temperature,

oxygen levels,

symptoms

CHECKUP is a camera app

integration that gives you a quick

COVID-19 safety and health check-

up before you leave the house to

accurately and efficiently evaluate

how well you are implementing

COVID-19 safety measures.

DM to MD is a platform that allows

individuals to interact with primary

care physicians and health care

workers, through existing applications

and platforms (wechat, tik tok, IG...) to

help provide trustworthy information

related to COVID

Maybe displays

information why

you need to

wear mask

Embedded inside

the photo app,

quick check-up

before you leave/

enter the house 

Senior friendly interface of local

delivery services. (like a

accessibility mode on the

website):with bold text, reduced

visual noises and easy access to

customer service.

handheld

translator that

can record/

subtitle various

forms of media 

A quick daily podcast/

broadcast for important

new, changes, services

surrounding the pandemic

for their location. This helps

people at high risk stay safe

and informed.

Senior friendly interface of local

delivery services. (like a

accessibility mode on the

website):with bold text, reduced

visual noises and easy access to

customer service.

Service for the diabetic

community for staying

active and doing small

daily exercises

together while indoors.

VR shopping that can be

done at home, a person

needs to unlock

products to put in a cart

by achieving certain

level of exercise / auto

delivery to home

create

playlists?

shared

folder?

MetroMonitor is a central display

on public buses that educates

and connects bus riders together

through social distanced

activities, trivia, reflections, and

covid updates with their phone. 

Current state of inclusive design at your organization: Who leads the effort? What is the effort called?

Discussion 4: At your work, what might help you practice and embody things you've learned and discussed here?

Discussion 2: How could you go beyond acessibility for true inclusive design?

Discussion 3: Customers, Users, Inclusive Design & Co-creation

Shareable Outcome: Inclusive Design, Co-creation and the future of Sprints

Discussion 1: In your current role, what challenges have you faced regarding inclusive design? 

What means might help you address those challenges?

PandaPlay is a kit with covid

safe games / toys /props for

kids that maintain physical

distance and can be played

with masks and minimal

contact

Every time you do

something wrong

there will be a

disappointment

sign from your ear

buds

wearable device

that helps

maintain social

distancing

Andrew Obinna Brenna Mike Preethi Rocio Steve

Andrew Burgen Obinna Brenna Mike Preethi Rocio Steve

Usability test

with

excluded

populations

Andrew Burgen Obinna Brenna Mike Preethi Rocio Steve

Andrew Burgen Obinna Brenna Mike Preethi Rocio Steve

Andrew Burgen Obinna Brenna Mike Preethi Rocio Steve

Andrew Burgen Obinna Brenna Mike Preethi Rocio Steve
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This is a title...

Burgan

Lightning talk on

inclusive design

and different

dimensions of

inclusion

Infrastructure to

lean on - case

studies, tools,

standard

metrics, etc

Run designs

through different

scenarios or

archetypes to

understand if it

works for each.

Frame product values

based on a prioritized list

of excluded and included

users' intents/goals.

Follow with technical

cost-value offered

discussion

create a

diverse team

with divergent

perspectives

understand and

conduct

research with

excluded

groups

Include

users in

ideation

activities

Use explicit /

implicit bias call

outs as part of

persona

creation

Ensure fidelity of

prototype  and

method of

prototyping

match users

abilities 

Do sprint

training with

specific

underserved

populations

Most valuable

design/customer

target is the one

you may be

excluding or haven't

identified
Design for the book-

ends of the

spectrum, not the

average user.  The

"average user" is not

a real person

Expand design

target to broader

humankind, not

just current

customers

What is the customer

journey for our

excluded user, once

we include them? 

How amazing is that

potential journey?

Field research to

empathize more with

users who are not

target customers for

whom a product has

already been

designed

Use

persona

spectrums

Foundational

research

efforts

Half yearly

inclusion-

focused sprints

with product

teams

Create

stickersheets for

designers to

nudge them to

think about

excluded users

Start with ourselves,

diving deep into our

own exclusion

experiences &

potential biases

(there are likely

MANY!)

Treat identifying

moments of

exclusion and people

who are excluded, as

a group activity to

diverge broadly on

Define inclusive

design and

illustrate clearly

where accessibility

may fall short

Invest in the education &

expertise, to help the masses

within an org develop a

strong "Why"... why does

Inclusive Design  matter? 

Everyone should be able to

relate at a personal level.

Customer

segmentation

and prioritzation

Distributed

leadership & many

sponsors...central

teams starting to

spin up

Product

Inclusion (also

DEI,

Accessibility,

Next Billion

Users) 

When doing research

or validation with

users, be sure to take

into account

inclusion criterias

Accessibility

team, DEI,

UXCC, NBU

Product

Inclusion

team

Product UX

leads and

executive

sponsors

It's de-centralized,

with lots of room for

growth.  We want to

do more

Most centralized

group is our

"Accessibility

Office" (rolls up

into D&I team)

Element of it

falls within

our CTOs

team (for

digital)

Another

element falls

within store

ops (for

physical)

Accessibility

Lesds: One

senior

researcher and

one senior

designer

Haven't

worked with

inclusive

design before

I will lead it and

take responsibility

for bringing that

topic to my client's

table

Next Billion

Users

Have not

particularly

worked in this

area before

Accessibility

D&I

Togetherness

Team within the

Experience CoE

Burgan

More

education on

designing for

all

Start with a

broader

definition of

personas

Start with the

question "what

is the spectrum

of all users for

my product?"

Challenge: Hard to

narrow into specific

ways/people to be

inclusive around

given large user

base

Challenge: Everyone

is behind in principle,

but unsure how to

take the next

manageable step

Help: Ways

of

measuring

inclusivity 

Help:

Templates for

targeting

blindspots

Too much focus

on countries vs

other more

defining

dimensions

Lack of

accessibility

expertise

Lack of awareness of

inclusive design, and

how to embed

inclusive it into our

mindsets and

process

Don't know how to get

started w/inclusive

design - understand

the why but it can

seem overwhelming to

begin applying

Could use more

widespread

education of what it

is, starting with

becoming more

aware of exclusion

Who (which team's)

should be taking

"leadership" of this

space and what

should "leadership"

look like?

"everyone is

our user"

designing for

the average

Help: Do I

need to

ease them

in? 

Inclusive design

is simply

designing to

accessibility

standards

Most of the

companies I work

with are not really

concern about

inclusive design. It's

not on the top of

their priorities

How might I

create

awareness and

give visibility of

this?

It will help that the

design process

includes inclusion

as a part of the

process

It will help if

we share with

them success

stories

Challenge: Team

is unaware of

blindspots that

can exclude

users

Help:

Challenge

assumptions

on users

Challenge:

Inclusive

design is

not a P0

Help: Make

inclusive

design a key

OKR

Challenge:

The relationship

between inclusivity

and growth metrics

/ business KPIs

Challenge:

Focus on

primary

personas, not

designing for

everyone

Help:

a "recipe" for

infusing any design

thinking workshop

with inclusive

principles

Help:

a "formula" for

describing the value

of inclusivity in

business / growth

terms

Customer

segmentation and

prioritzation as

antithetical to the

goal of inclusive

design

Teams perceive

Inclusive design as

designing for,

rather than

designing with 

Foundational

research

efforts

Half yearly

inclusion-

focused sprints

with product

teams

Hire Product

Managers

focused on

inclusion

Build out teams/

orgs focused on

key unserved

users

create a

diverse team

with divergent

perspectives

understand and

conduct

research with

excluded

groups

Create a culture

of inclusive

design on your

design team

deeply

understand

your users, their

behaviours and

intents

Start with ourselves,

diving deep into our

own exclusion

experiences &

potential biases

(there are likely

MANY!)

Treat identifying

moments of

exclusion and people

who are excluded, as

a group activity to

diverge broadly on

Define inclusive

design and

illustrate clearly

where accessibility

may fall short

Invest in the education &

expertise, to help the

masses within an org

develop a strong "Why"...

why does this matter? 

Everyone should be able to

relate at a personal level.

Move away from

designing for

others and include

ourselves in that

thinking

Thinking about

opposite.

Challenging the

assumptions we

make when defining

a "normal"persona

(e.g 2 arms)

Research.

Identify

minorities

and talk to

them 

What if?

questioning

Identify other

factors at the

intersection of

socio-economic

conditions, culture,

religion, belief

systems

Field research to

empathize more with

users who are not

target customers for

whom a product has

already been

designed

Be clear

about both

ability and

social

exclusions

co-create

with your

persona

spectrum

embed inclusive

design principles

into the core

design sprint

process

Use

persona

spectrums

Do sprint

training with

specific

underserved

populations

Use explicit /

implicit bias call

outs as part of

persona

creation

Bring users

into the

sprint

process

Understand

target users

then expand

that through the

persona

spectrum.

Run designs

through different

scenarios or

archetypes to

understand if it

works for each.

Most valuable

design/customer

target is the one

you may be

excluding or haven't

identified

Design for the book-

ends of the

spectrum, not the

average user.  The

"average user" is not

a real person

Expand design

target to broader

humankind, not

just current

customers

What is the customer

journey for our

excluded user, once

we include them? 

How amazing is that

potential journey?

Reflecting

about exclusion

(obvious and

no obvious)

identifying our

own biases first

and being aware

of them.

Questioning

"normal"

Doing research with

the goal of learning

/ discover /

empathize, not only

validate our

assumptions

Thinking en

terms of

persona

spectrum, not

only persona

Frame product values

based on a prioritized list

of excluded and included

users' intents/goals.

Follow with technical

cost-value offered

discussion

Create a "Power user

panel" with excluded

users (prior to sprint).

Follow by inviting some

to share perceptions/

intents during the

understand phase 

Raising

awareness about

inclusivity among

my team members

Starting with the

question: who are

we  missing out,

rather than who are

we designing for?

Move away from the

mindset of

designing for users

to designing with

users and by users

Looking at

different

shades of

disability

Infrastructure to

lean on - case

studies, tools,

standard

metrics, etc

Resources ($,

staffing) to support

research in

traditionally

underserved areas

Ensure everyone on

the team

understands and

prioritizes the

principles of

inclusive design

Research

across all

stages to

include more

types of users

Include users in

the creation /

design process

more

Look at my team's

design process and

identify key moments

of where we'd want to

ask, who else should

we talk too?

Make inclusive

design elements

feel frictionless and

not additive to our

existing process

At a leadership

level, develop a

unified framework

and shared

language for

inclusive design

Build a rough &

ready biz case for

inclusive design,

tied to my key

leadership

stakeholders

Incorporating

persona

spectrum as

part of the

research

Adding Inclusion

as a one of the

long term goals

during Design

Sprint

When sharing

lightning demos,

prioritize

examples that

show inlcusion

When doing research

or validation with

users, be sure to take

into account

inclusion criterias

Frameworks that

can be adopted

either a pre-work or

to steer discussions

during the sprint

Case studies to

refer from esp

when having

conversations with

leadership

cost of

inaction

in terms

of 

Organizationally, Inclusive

Design efforts spread

across HR, Mktg, PM and

compliance teams. No

ops. model 

Lack of clarity of

difference between: 

Accessibility, Inclusive

Design, Co-creation &

Sprint methods.

Most orgs in early

part of Inclusive

Design maturity

cycle. 

Lack of  strategic vision

about Inclusive Design

and no alignment to

larger mission/biz

context.

ROI of investing in

Inclusive Design is

unclear

Not enough people in

org have internalized

Inclusive Design

Better Measurement

(all levels of the

stack) 

More alignment with

PDC and OKR's

Clear, prescriptive,

documented  process

Leadership at

strategic level

Start with

ourselves

Recognize Exclusion

at an organizational

level 

Adopt co-creation

approaches into

SOP's

Focus on

Culture

Inclusion

Focused Sprints

Articulate Biz

Case

How can you improve

Customer definition in

Sprint process infusing

ideas from Inclusive

Design & Co-creation?

Make it easy

for people to

do the right

thing.

Start the convo

small, with my

immediate

team, and then

flare out

Bring to life

marginalized voices

both from a design

target standpoint, and

during my design

process / workshops /

ideations

Communicate to

others, what inclusive

design looks like -

and how valuable the

mindsets / tools /

principles are.

Burgan

Burgan

Burgan

Burgan

Usability test

with

excluded

populations

Journey

maps with

users to

understand

experience 

Shadow

different

types of

users

Incorporating

persona

spectrum as

part of the

research

Templates

for targeting

blindspots

Adding Inclusion

as a one of the

long term goals

during Design

Sprint

Understand

inclusive design

elements (what

colors mean across

cultures / how icons

are perceived) 

Work with inclusion

group to line up a

small % of pts from

excluded group for

Validate phase

For inspiration:

Share examples

that highlight

inclusion

Look at my team's

design process and

identify key moments

of where we'd want to

ask, who else should

we talk too?

Make inclusive

design elements

feel frictionless and

not additive to our

existing process

At a leadership

level, develop a

unified framework

and shared

language for

inclusive design

Build a rough &

ready biz case for

inclusive design,

tied to my key

leadership

stakeholders

Start the convo

small, with my

immediate

team, and then

flare out

Bring to life

marginalized voices

both from a design

target standpoint, and

during my design

process / workshops /

ideations

Communicate to

others, what inclusive

design looks like -

and how valuable the

mindsets / tools /

principles are.

Involve

underserved

users in

decision-

making process

Work with

community groups

to recruit users that

you would normally

not include in

research 

Ensure you're

validating with a

range of users,

including historically

underserved groups

Bring users as

"experts" or share

personal stories that

make the team really

connect / empathize

with them

Articulate

business

value of

inclusion 

This could happen anywhere in or throughout a sprint (are their post-its that are

relevant throughout the sprint process -- like some sort of principles? - AO

Have a user

give a lightning

talk (eg a day in

the life,

painpoints)

Have sprint

participants think of a

time they felt

excluded and how

that could have been

avoided

Make sure to

slice data to get

a nuanced view

of users /

behaviors

Conducting research before sprint

Communications & Conversations

Define inclusive design +

co-creation

Personas

Create a "Power user

panel" with excluded

users (prior to sprint).

Follow by inviting some

to share perceptions/

intents during the

understand phase 

New Types of Users

Planning pre-sprint

Org culture/processes

Understand how

the solution will

fit into the user's

life and

ecosystem

Getting Started Igniting Your Org

Parking lot

Design the solution

as a service, rather

than a product,

identify the value-

add to the user

Empathy building

Looking ahead

Co-identify / co-define current exclusion

Use explicit /

implicit bias call

outs as part of

persona

creation

Use

persona

spectrums

Incorporating

persona

spectrum as

part of the

research

Personas

Make value explicit

Long Term Goals

Co-create

Broader Theme of Infrastructure throughout

Inspiration
Remind key points

Include

underserved

users in

decision

making 

Logistic for Testing Phase
Time to involve our excluded users?

(possibly different from validation?)

Usability test

with

excluded

populations

Time to involve our excluded users?

(possibly different from sketching)

Post Sprint?

Recruitment for testing - should be easy?

Add pts to the

list of

underserved pt

pool for

reaching out in

future

Teams perceive

Inclusive design

as designing for,

rather than

designing with 

Customer

segmentation and

prioritzation as

antithetical to the

goal of inclusive

design

Customer

segmentation and

prioritzation as

antithetical to the

goal of inclusive

design

Start with a

broader

definition of

personas

More

education on

designing for

all

Start with the

question "what

is the spectrum

of all users for

my product?"

#designswarms


